
Balloon Drop Rigging and Pulling Info Sheet
Congratulations on your purchase of this balloon drop! Follow these simple steps on

rigging the net & pulling the release line and you will have the perfect effect for your

guests!

Rigging Instructions;
● Place the net on the floor below where you would like to eventually be hung.

● Unwrap the rigging lines (white, braided cord or paracord) from the card board at both

ends.

● Use these lines to tie off as high as possible so the net is over the area you want the

balloons to fall.

● After the net is in place you can now make the net “live.” First, take off the rubber band

and unwrap the clear line from the cardboard and let this line just fall to the floor. Now,

just cut the line off the cable tie and slide the “stopper” balloon so it touches the net.

There still should be approx. 1 ft of line after the balloon. If there is less, you can easily

pull more of the line towards you & if there is too much just cut the line again.

● You can now run the pull line to a spot that you eventually will be pulling from and tape

or tie off. It is best to pull the line directly in line with the net so find a spot up out of

curious hands that is in line with the net.

Pulling Instructions;
● At the appropriate time detach the clear “pull line” from the wall. Slight pulling, jostling, or

dropping of this line will not automatically release so don’t worry that the balloons will

automatically fall from the net.

● At the appropriate time, simply pull the clear line “firmly” through the entire net, hand

over hand, releasing the balloons onto your excited guests below. Move yourself, with

the pull line, directly in line with the net. Pulling at an angle or straight down can cause

the cord to pinch and not pull through as easy.

● Keep in mind that the cord will eventually be totally out of the net so keep pulling to

gather up and throw out so that your guests do not get tangled in the line!

Have Fun!!

Any questions please call 000-000-0000

Directions by Chris Potts, Balloon Masters
These directions are not to be reproduced or copied, they are for the sole
use of the person who purchased the directions.


